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WHAT IS THE HUB?

The hub is me re-imagining my school. I love school and through this time I miss being there and seeing all my 
friends. I have lots of different ideas for a 'new' school . One that can provide and give opportunities for academic 
based jobs , creative jobs and those jobs which rely heavily on trade skills ie. Plumbing , electrical , builders and 
joinery etc.

It would be an exciting , modern , innovative 'hub' consisting of several different buildings designed to meet the 
needs of the whole school community with opportunities to make links and connections with a range of outside 
agencies – specialists in curricular areas, key speakers, past pupils, career champions, friends and family members, as 
well as children, staff and parents from the feeder primaries.



BREAK DOWN OF THE CAMPUS

School building-

-The main school building- the main school building would have all the core subjects and curricular areas housed within

-Auditorium next door

Out with the school building-

-The “Camera Collection”- two photography suites

-The “Artist's Gallery”- four art classrooms

-The “Designer's District”- three fashion classrooms

-The “Trade ship territory"- one trades/woodwork area

The "Dancers Den"- one dance studio

The "Singers Studio"- two music classrooms

-Sensory Pods- spread around campus



WHY THE HUB?

During this difficult time of going through lockdown , we've all realized the importance of working together as a 

community to overcome this. Covid-19 has helped us recognise the contribution everyone can make in a community -

especially with jobs and career paths that have been partly overlooked in the past and viewed as less skilled , this really 

angers me, every job in this world has an importance and I feel none of them should be viewed as less skilled and should 

in fact be embraced. It is clear that many of these are essential during this time and have helped our communities to avoid 

additional stress or worry.

What change is needed?

In schools at the moment certain subjects are limited, this can be due to staffing and finance issues. Many children need to 

travel to certain schools to study subjects at higher levels and subjects that are unavailable in their own school.

How is the hub an improvement?

The hub would be an inclusive space with a range of subjects for everyone, it would be a space where everyone can 

pursue whatever career they like and be supported to reach their full potential. Children would very much enjoy this 

space and the workshops on offer and could be supported by teachers, tradesmen and volunteers from the community.



MY INTENTIONS

My intentions for the hub is for it to be an accepting, diverse and amazing place for pupils to learn. Many times 

certain jobs get overlooked as they are viewed as "less skilled" by others and I feel that is totally wrong , everyone 

plays an important role in the working world and I feel we lack recognition for certain jobs as they may be viewed 

as less academic and I want to change that. I feel that all subjects should be equally important, and I feel that often 

doesn’t happen in a lot of schools. I have decided to focus on designing classrooms and workplaces for performing 

arts, trades and some overlooked subjects in today's secondary schools as well as added areas to improve 

children's learning. The hub would be a friendly place that accepts everyone no matter their career path or skill set 

and provides lots of opportunities for students. To learn and love what you are studying I think a good environment 

is needed and that was one of my intentions while designing the classrooms. As well as a good 

environment,classrooms need innovative resources to help pupils learn, up to date technology and the best school 

resources to provide students with the best learning experience. I designed these classrooms by thinking about 

what I felt was missing in classrooms and what I think would help students in their learning and keep them 

motivated too.



THE MAIN SCHOOL BUILDING

For the main school building, I decided not to focus on the redesign of this. As I said before, I've focused more 

on subjects within the curriculum I think are sometimes overlooked or not a priority. I've decided to focus on more 

creative subjects such as art, photography and dance etc. My reason behind doing this is to provide equal 

opportunities for all students no matter what career path they choose. The hub would be a place where children can 

learn a range of skills which will help when entering the working environment beyond school.

The main school building has all the core subjects in it which I feel are represented in schools today.

The main school building would have connections to all different places in the hub , I also thought of keeping the 

school on the one level so it would suit every child and anyone can come to the school.



This is the image of the complete Hub, 

surrounded by the classrooms – these are 

the outbuildings I've designed.

Paths connect each building and there 

would be grassy areas and plants too. 

Benches would be there also for people to 

gather and chat. The grounds would be 

wi-fi free areas to encourage social 

interaction.

*Please see slides 8-25 for explanations of 

my design plans.



SENSORY PODS

What are sensory pods?
Sensory pods are used to help children with additional support needs. The thought behind them was to be inclusive and respons ive to help 
children's learning in the best way possible. The sensory design would also help children engage in their learning, as well a s having the privacy 
and quietness they need to reach their full potential. This would help children's behavior management and work ethics and help the child do 
their best. Not all sensory pods would be identical but would roughly have the same lay outs and would feature a range of dif ferent sensory 
items. The sensory pod can also be used as a reward room for children and for small presentations and meetings. The sensory pod makes 
everyone feel included and that’s what I want for the hub.

The sensory pods are one of the main features of the hub, and there would be several spread around the campus.

Features of the sensory pods would be:
-The main building material for the sensory pods would be glass with an option to make it opaque.

- Coloured lighting that can be changed – the benefit of low wavelength colours can improve restfulness, calm, efficiency and focus. This will 
benefit children's learning and mood.

-TV and gaming station- the tv can be used for presentations and meetings as well as being used as a reward.

- Desk & Computer- used for learning and studying as well as presentations.

- Geometric tiles and fluffy rug - sensory items can help children with autism and sensory disorders to engage their sense of touch, taste, 
smell, sight, hearing, movement and balance, as well as enhancing the brain's development while helping the person relax and remain calm.



Mood board for 

sensory pod





PHOTOGRAPHY SUITE

I feel like photography is often a forgotten subject and career path. I was inspired to do this as many schools don’t have 
photography suites and I feel it’s a very important subject. This would be used for aspiring photographers and even children 
who want to take the subject to try something new . There would be four rooms that make up the classroom area and 
would include locker space (in my opinion, this is an essential and is really important ), a photography studio and 
presentation room.

Photography suite features:

- Professional lighting and cameras, accessible backdrops and lockers for security of expensive items and a technical desk 
that can be moved up and down for efficient learning.

Locker room features:

- A smaller room with lots of lockers all with specific codes.

Classroom features:

-Desks and computers

Presentation room features:

-Touch screen smart board and raised seats similar bleachers.



A

Photography suite

A- Letter A on the drawing represents the 

desks. These desks are specially designed with 

adjustable perspex screens , these can be 

moved up and down in between each desk for 

a bit of privacy for students and can help with 

students learning and focus.The desks would 

also feature charging cubes , these charging 

cubes are handy when using multiple devices 

and would definitely make students' lives easier. 

The desks would also be relativey big giving 

students lots of space because in my opinion a 

tidy desk helps concentration. The students 

desks are also facing each other, this would 

help children be more social and enjoy the 

class making them want to work hard. The 

desks would also have computers as 

photography is mostly digital , these would be 

extremely useful and can expand a childs 

learning.



ART CLASSROOM

Art is an extremely important part of our daily lives. Art is my favourite thing to do and has been since a young child as 

well as being my favourite subject. A classroom should be happy and bright and should motivate students to do their 

very best. The art suite will be a bright , colourful and inspiring environment to work in as well as being a clean and 

spacious place to work to allow children to be as creative as they want. The space would have innovative ways to make 

an artist's life just that bit easier.

Features of the art suite:

-a center desk

-rise and fall desks

-folder racks

-storage cupboards and drawers with sinks

-touch screen smart board



A

C

B

Art Classroom
A- Letter A represents the folder racks. In my art classes we all have 

folders each and its useful to keep all our artwork together, but I 

think each year should have their own folder rack. This would save 

any mess or destruction to happen to them as well as being 

organised and easy to find.

B- Letter B represents the main desk. This is the focus of the 

classroom and would be used as a gathering place. It is designed in 

the shape of an artist's palette for a fun touch. This would be used 

for presentations and group talks as well as demonstrations and is 

placed in front of the interactive smart board.

C- Letter C represents the desks. Class time can often be wasted by 

gathering basic materials and lots of wandering around the 

classroom. These drawers would have all art students' necessities , 

students can also use it to store their materials which creates more 

desk space. Students would organise the drawers at the end of the 

classroom, so they are set up for the next students. The desks are 

also placed facing each other and facing towards the room. I find 

seeing others around me and not facing a wall helps my learning and 

greats a more social class as well as being productive. The desks 

would also be rise and fall enabling students to be more productive 

and would help learning. Its sometimes easier to work standing up 

for some students , rise and fall desks would also help students focus 

more as sitting down for the full class can be uncomfortable and lack 

productivity



FASHION CLASSROOM

Fashion and design is often overlooked in high schools and fashion is such an important and relevant part of our lives. I think fashion shouldn’t be overlooked but 

in fact be a serious option in schools and there should be a space to celebrate that. The classroom for fashion and design would be unique and innovative and 

would inspire young students to reach their full potential. The classroom would feature up to date technology as well as all the materials fashion students need. It 

would give them an opportunity to work with real materials , research , create and much more. I think this subject deserves an amazing, innovative and bright 

classroom and that’s what I've aimed to achieve.

Fashion and design room features:

-interactive smart board for presentations etc.

-desks that feature drawers

-bean bags for and coffee table

-computer station

-sewing machines

-lockers for students' storage

-mannequins

-storage cupboards



A

B

C

Fashion Classroom
A- Letter A represents the sitting area. I think students do 

need a place to rest and recharge , or even just a comfortable 

place to work. The bean bags and small table provide a perfect 

place for that. I think this will allow students to take a small 

break then go bag and approach there learning feeling 

refreshed and better.

B- Letter B represents the computer station. Research is an 

extremely important skill for any student to learn. Fashion 

students would need to research all the time and having a 

computer facility right in the classroom would provide that and 

improve their learning. The desks are facing in towards the 

classroom and not at a wall. As I've mentioned before I find 

facing into the classroom and not at walls is much more 

motivating and encourages students to work hard.

C- Letter C represents the sewing machines. Practical work in 

classrooms is very important and shows students new skills 

and gives them an idea of what they will be doing in the future. 

The sewing machines are again facing in towards the classroom 

and are sat in front of a bay window as natural light is very 

helpful and helps students learning.



AUDITORIUM

An auditorium is a very important part of a school community. It is a gathering place where the school can be 

together and it has multiple purposes such as school concerts , shows , presentations and even school masses in my 

case and this design suits all functions. A school auditorium is in my opinion the center of the school and should be 

able to be used for almost anything. Performances , shows , masses etc. The space should bring people together and I 

feel the space around should be bright and happy.

Features of the auditorium:

-Bleacher like seating-

-A big stage

-Adjustable screens

-An adjustable projector 

-A glass ceiling that can be opened for almost concert like performances , the glass ceiling can also be covered when 

needed. This would open the space as well as being a bright and happy addition to an important space.



A

B
C

Auditorium
A-The letter A represents the raised seats. Seating is very 

important in a place like an auditorium , everyone should be 

able to see what is going on from wherever they are. Raised 

seats would provide a great view for everyone as well as 

making the space bigger and tidier.

B-The letter B represents the adjustable screens similar to the 

glass Perspex. These adjustable screens would mean more than 

one presentation can happen or more than one class can use 

the auditorium. The adjustable screens would be great for 

holding smaller presentations which allows others to use the 

auditorium as well , it would also be smaller and more private 

which would be useful for classes using the auditorium as 

everyone would be in the same place.

C-The letter C represents the glass ceiling which is unable to 

be shown in the drawing. The glass ceiling would provide 

natural light into the auditorium as well as looking great. The 

glass ceiling would be able to be removed also , this would be 

great for certain performances in summer and would give a 

concert feel to the room. The glass ceiling would also be able 

to be covered with something similar to blinds so stage lighting 

etc. can still be used. This would really open up the space and 

give a dome effect to the room which I think would be a great 

unique feature



WORKSHOP

An often forgotten about subject is tech , tech is very important and can create the foundation for several different 

careers. Tech should have a big , clean and practical space and I feel that is often overlooked which is unfair. My idea 

for the workshop would be to expand the use of it , it would be used to learn a range of different jobs such as 

plumbing , electrical and joinery etc. This workshop would be a perfect place for that , as ive imagined plenty of 

workshops , past pupils , trades men and even members of the community. This would widen pupils learning and 

teach them plenty of future skills.

Features of the workshop-

-interactive smartboard

-locker space

-work benches

-tool wall



A

Workshop
A- Letter A represents the presentation area. A 

presentation area is very useful in a classroom , 

especially with the workshops , volunteers and past 

pupils etc who would come to teach. The interactive 

smart board makes teaching and presentations much 

easier and can be used for almost anything in the 

classroom.

B- Letter B represents the tool wall. The tool wall 

would have everything any student needs. I took 

inspiration from my own tech classroom as the tools 

are also displayed on the wall , this helps save space 

and makes the class look more exciting.

B



MUSIC CLASSROOM

When I first went into high school , I loved music. I thought it was amazing getting the chance to learn whatever 

instrument you wanted and was a class I often looked forward to. Music is such a popular subject in schools today 

and is a great expressive art. A music classroom should have lots of space, modern technology and great equipment 

for students to have the best learning. The music classroom I designed has plenty of space for everyone as music 

classes are often busy and there's lots of moving around. The space I've designed will give students the chance to 

learn with professional equipment and help start a career in music.

Features of the music classroom-

-Meeting desk

-Presentation area

-Separate rooms for instrument i.e. Guitar room , drum room and keyboard room

-Recording booth

-Computer room



A

B

Music Classroom
A- Letter A shows the recording booth. I decided to add 

this feature as it is something music artists use in a 

professional career and I think students should be able to 

experience using it. This is a unique feature in a classroom, 

but I think it would benefit students and keep them 

interested in the subject as they will be getting to use 

professional equipment.

B- Letter B represents the computer room. An often 

forgotten about element of music the editing. Music editing 

is an extremely interesting part of music and I think having a 

computer room would give students the opportunity to try 

new things within the subject. I feel this part of music would 

interest students who maybe don’t want to learn 

instruments and who are maybe quite technical.

C- Letter C shows the presentation area. Music is a 

performance subjects and often you must show teachers 

and classmates the work you have been doing. I think this 

would be a perfect place to do that allowing students to be 

in front of the class and be heard. This is also great for 

lesson demonstrations by the teacher, past pupils, 

volunteers etc. The interactive smart board can be used for 

everything and is essential in a classroom.

C



DANCE STUDIO

Dance in school is a curricular , but in many schools it is overlooked and often forgotten about. Dance is one of my 

most favourite things to do and I have gone to dancing for 7 years outside of school. I think it's time we change the 

fact dance is forgotten about in schools as dance is an extremely popular expressive art and is a big part of today's 

world. This dance studio would give students the oppurtunity to study the subject and can even be used for dance 

after school clubs. The studio is designed to give students the chance to learn this amazing subject.

Dance studio features-

-Mirror walls

-Ballet bar

-Sound system

-Chill out room



A

B

Dance Studio
A- Letter A represents the mirror walls. Dancers 

use mirrors to rehearse all the time they are really 

important for several things such as spacing, timing 

and even picking up the choreography. I think having 

these mirrors would really benefit dance students.

B- Letter B shows the sounds system. Dancers 

obviously need music for everything, and I think it's 

really important to have a good sound system. This 

would really benefit dance students.



Conclusion

It is great to reimagine the environments I have missed so much, especially my school. It is 

however very important to remember that PEOPLE make the 'Built Environment.' Social 

interaction with teachers, friends and other school staff is what I really miss most, what we 

all miss most during Lockdown and school is where it happens. I hope my design shows 

clearly that it is built for many reasons, but mainly to bring people together.

FACE TIME DURING LOCKDOWN WAS GREAT, BUT LET'S GET BACK TO FACE TO 

FACE TIME!

Thank you for this opportunity and taking the time to view my design

-Grace McCrory age 15.


